NONMYELOABLATIVE HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL TRANSPLANTATION: TRANSPLANTATION FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
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1. ABSTRACT

Conventional approaches to allogeneic stem cell transplantation have used toxic high-dose conditioning therapy to achieve allogeneic engraftment and control of underlying disease. For engraftment purposes, preclinical studies and clinical observations have shown that conditioning regimens can be markedly reduced in intensity, resulting in reduced treatment toxicities. Preclinical canine studies demonstrated that the use of potent pre- and postgrafting immunosuppression allows for reduction in conditioning regimens while facilitating development of stable mixed chimerism. If attenuated conditioning regimens can be successfully translated to human stem cell transplantation, an improved safety profile will allow potentially curative treatment to a more representative patient profile not currently offered such therapy. Mixed chimerism could prove curative of disease phenotype of various nonmalignant disturbances of the hematopoietic and immune systems. For patients with hematopoietic malignancy, spontaneous conversion to full donor hematopoiesis after stem cell transplant may prove curative by virtue of graft versus host reactions directed against the malignancy, however infusion of additional donor lymphocytes may be needed to treat persistent disease.

2 INTRODUCTION

Modern hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) can be traced back to 1949 with the observation by Jacobson et al. (1) that mice were protected from marrow lethal effects of ionizing total body irradiation (TBI) by shielding their spleens with lead. Subsequent studies showed that transplantable HSC was responsible for the radioprotection. A treatment schema evolved from these studies for patients with marrow-based diseases such as leukemias (2). In this simple schema, patients receive maximum doses of systemic chemoradiation therapy to eradicate the underlying malignant disease. The intensity of the therapy is only limited by toxicities to solid organs, such as lung, heart, liver and gut. The infused allogeneic HSCs are used to restore or “rescue” hematopoiesis, which is destroyed along with the underlying disease.

This treatment schema continues to be the basis for most current HSCT. Two observations have been used to question the validity of this transplant schema. The first observation is that many malignant diseases cannot be completely sterilized by high-dose chemoradiation, even after intensification of the pre-transplant therapy to a point where organ toxicities occur (2, 3). The second observation is that a substantial number of cures can be attributed to immunological anti-tumor reactions brought about by lymphocytes of the allografts (4-7). Furthermore, donor lymphocyte infusions (DLI) have been used to produce complete remissions in patients whose disease has relapsed after HSCT (8, 9). These two observations have led to a radical rethinking of how HSCT might be done in the future by attempting to minimize associated toxicities and taking advantage of a better understanding of how to influence both host and donor immune functions. The emphasis has shifted from trying to eradicate malignant cells through toxic therapy towards using the allogeneic donors’ immune cells to eliminate the malignant cells. If this new schema proves effective, it would allow extending HSCT to include those patients who are too old or medically infirm to qualify for current allotransplants.

This new transplant approach which avoids serious marrow damage and associated pancytopenia is founded on the simple experimental fact that, in the setting of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) identity, the effector cells that mediate both host-versus-graft (HVG) reactions and graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) are T lymphocytes. These findings have opened up the
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possibility of designing post-transplant immunosuppression regimens which would serve a dual purpose. The first is to reduce the risk of GVHD and the second to prevent HVG reactions. The latter would reduce the need for intensive and potentially organ-toxic pre-transplant conditioning therapy. This hypothesis was tested in a preclinical canine model in which nonmyelotoxic post-transplant immunosuppression was substituted for the otherwise necessary intensive cytotoxic pre-transplant conditioning regimen (10). In the transplant schema that evolved from these studies, pre-transplant immunosuppression is used for the exclusive purpose to reduce host immune responses, while the post-transplant immunosuppression aims to suppress both donor and residual host immune cells. Theoretically, with the discontinuation of post-transplant immunosuppression, mutual graft-host tolerance will be established which manifests itself as stable mixture of donor and host hematopoietic cells or mixed donor/host hematopoietic chimerism.

The regimen developed in the canine model uses a low and non-myeloablative dose of 200 cGy TBI before and a combination of the de novo purine synthesis inhibitor mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) and the T-cell activation blocker cyclosporine (CSP) for 4 and 5 weeks, respectively, after HSCT (10). In another set of experiments, stable mixed chimerism was also achieved in dogs given pre-transplant limited field irradiation targeted only to cervical, thoracic, and upper abdominal lymph nodes (11). In these dogs, mixed hematopoietic chimerism was established as early as 6 weeks after transplant even in non-irradiated marrow and lymph node sites. This finding argues that the “creation of marrow space” by cytotoxic agents is not needed for stable allogeneic engraftment, and that grafts created marrow space by immunologic means. This raises the possibility that pre-transplant irradiation can be replaced by non-toxic T-cell immunosuppression. The early results of further studies with an antibody to the T-cell receptor αβ (12) and with T-cell costimulation blockade by CTLA4Ig (13) are encouraging and enables the lowering of the pre-transplant TBI dose needed for establishment of mixed chimerism in this model from 200 cGy to 100 cGy.

The pre-clinical studies have resulted in the development of a schema for allogeneic HSCT for human patients with both nonmalignant and malignant hematological diseases (14, 15). The underlying hypothesis of the schema is that creation of marrow space by cytotoxic agents is not necessary for transplant success, and grafts can be established by immunosuppressive drugs which suppress HVG reactions. As a first step we tested the hypothesis that post-transplant control of HVG and GVH reactions allows development of mutual graft-host tolerance in patients with deficiency in T-cell function. In this study using post-transplant CSP/MMF alone without pre-transplant TBI, the development of mixed donor/host chimerism in hematopoietic lineages other than lymphocytic has provided proof of principle that creation of marrow space by cytotoxic agents is not needed for stable allogeneic engraftment (16). Theoretically, generation of stable multi-lineage mixed chimerism will be sufficient to ameliorate other non-malignant genetic disorders, as suggested by the association of mixed chimerism with improved disease symptoms following conventional HSCT (17). However, full donor chimerism may be required for certain genetic disorders as exemplified in a dog model of hereditary hemolytic anemia as a result of pyruvate kinase deficiency where mixed chimerism did not prevent progressive cirrhosis and death because of continued host erythrocyte hemolysis (18). The use of a non-myeloablative regimen to achieve stable mixed chimerism has the potential advantage of reducing both short- and long-term toxicities associated with conventional transplant regimens. Among five patients with genetic disorders who have received non-myeloablative HSCT thus far, four had pre-transplant conditions that would have greatly increased the risk for mortality following conventional HSCT. Mixed donor/host chimerism was achieved in all patients initially, without significant morbidity attributed to the non-myeloablative regimen. Non-fatal graft rejection occurred in one patient, and one died from complications associated with chronic GVHD. These early results support using a non-myeloablative regimen as the first HSCT in patients with non-malignant disorders, particularly those with risk factors for poor outcome after conventional HSCT.

In patients with malignant hematological diseases, we hypothesized that mixed chimerism would serve as a platform for subsequent adoptive anti-tumor immunotherapy using donor lymphocytes. This concept has been successfully explored in patients with leukemia, lymphoma and multiple myeloma who were ineligible for conventional transplants because of age or medical infirmity (19). The transplant regimen employed TBI, 200 cGy, given as a single fraction at a rate of 7 cGy/min on day 0, CSP at 6.25 mg/kg b.i.d. p.o. on days 1 to 35, and MMF at 15 mg/kg b.i.d. p.o. on days 0 to 27. All patients were infused on day 0 with G-CSF mobilized HSC collected from the peripheral blood of HLA-identical sibling donors within hours of TBI. Forty-four patients have received this non-myeloablative treatment at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle and at two collaborating institutions, Stanford University and the University of Leipzig, Germany. The diagnoses of patients transplanted include acute myeloid leukemia (n=10), multiple myeloma (n=8), chronic myelocytic leukemia (n=9), Hodgkin’s disease (n=4), chronic lymphocytic leukemia (n=8), acute lymphoblastic leukemia (n=1), non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (n=3) and myelodysplastic syndrome (n=1) (20). The procedure has been well tolerated, and in the majority of patients, took place in the outpatient setting. Patients experienced no mucositis, diarrhea or alopecia, had minimal nausea and vomiting, and typically, very mild myelosuppression. In fact, patients who had normal peripheral blood cell counts at transplant usually did not require platelet or red blood cell transfusions. Initial engraftment was seen in all patients and was manifested by either mixed or full chimerism present through at least 2 months. Graft rejections were seen in 19% of all patients and usually occurred between 2 and 5 months after transplant. These events were non-fatal with recovery of autologous hematopoiesis. Fifty-eight percent
of patients with sustained engraftment developed grade II, or at most grade III, acute GVHD after MMF was discontinued, but this complication was readily managed with the administration of corticosteroids. Donor lymphocyte infusions were given to 17 patients 65 days or more after transplant who showed mixed chimerism and no active acute GVHD. The reason for administering donor lymphocyte infusions included evidence of rejection (9/17) and disease progression (8/17). Significant GVHD (grade III) developed in 3 patients and neutropenia in two patients following donor lymphocyte infusions. Projected survival at 1.5 years after transplant was 76%. Transplant-related mortality during the first year was only 6.5%. Death occurred in 11% of patients from relapse of malignancy or persistent disease (in 5% of cases, death occurred after second conventional transplant).

In each of the patient groups, complete remissions of the underlying malignancy have been observed. These included molecular remissions in three patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia and two with chronic lymphocytic leukemia, cytogenetic and in situ FISH remissions in two additional patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia, and remissions in patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia, acute myelogenous leukemia, multiple myeloma, and Hodgkin’s disease (21). These encouraging results have prompted us to employ this treatment schema in other clinical settings, including patients with HLA-matched unrelated HSC donors (22).
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